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Understanding the timber value chain in community-based
forestry in Indonesia: Analysis of sengon in central Java
Setiasih Irawantia, Digby Raceb, Hugh Stewartb, Nunung Parlinaha,
and Aneka Prawesti Sukaa

aForestry and Environment Research, Development and Innovation Agency, Ministry of Environment and
Forestry, Bogor, Indonesia; bTropical Forests and People Research Center, University of the Sunshine Coast,
Maroochydore, Queensland, Australia

ABSTRACT
The commercial opportunities for sengon (Paraserianthes falcataria L.
Nielsen) are expanding rapidly in Indonesia, but there remains a lack of
supply for the processing industry of the desired volume and quality of
timber for processing from this fast-grown tree. This article discusses
recent analysis of the value chain of sengon in Indonesia to determine (i)
who the stakeholders were and how each added value, and (ii) how the
benefits were distributed among stakeholders. Information was collected
from a mix of farmers (as tree growers) and other actors involved in the
value chain. The research revealed two broad types of value chains for
sengon–‘direct’ and ‘traditional’, with the potential increased income for
farmers being as high as 35% when they use the direct approach, com-
pared to the traditional approach. As expected, the further ‘downstream’
the position of the stakeholder in the value chain, the greater the mone-
tary value added to the sengon timber and subsequent products. If farm-
ers were to acquire a greater understanding of the market dynamics for
sengon, they couldbetter target the sale of their forest products to specific
market segments and make forestry a more profitable enterprise. While
village traders in the traditional value chain play an important role con-
necting small-scale tree growers to commercial markets, the sustained
viability of their role is uncertain if more farmers adopt the ‘direct’
approach.
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Commercial tree growing;
market pathways; sengon;
smallholders; small-scale
farmers

Introduction

While the rate of deforestation is slowing across theworld, it remains concentrated in theworld’s
tropical regions (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations [FAO], 2015).
Indonesia has an estimated 91million ha of forests, including about 23% (21million ha) reserved
primarily for biodiversity conservation, yet has been losing about 0.7 million ha per year during
2010–15 (FAO, 2015, p.15). The Indonesian government has a range of programs aimed at
rehabilitating the degraded land and improving thewelfare of rural people, andhas promoted the
development of community forestry throughout the country. Between the 1970s and 1980s,
government-funded programs encouraged the ‘greening’ of the landscape, and included the
promotion of growing sengon by farmers (smallholders) (‘sengonization’) during 1988–1993,
and the ‘Movement for Forests and Land Rehabilitation’ during 2003–2007 (Mauludi, 2014).

CONTACT Digby Race drace@usc.edu.au Tropical Forests and People Research Center, University of the Sunshine
Coast, Locked Bag 4, Maroochydore, Queensland, Australia.
Color versions of one or more of the figures in the article can be found online at www.tandfonline.com/wjsf.
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Since the early-1990s, community forests have provided an increasing supply of timber for the
wood processing industry in Indonesia (Rimbawanto, 2008).More recently these programs have
supported community-based forestry for conservation, and village nurseries that collect seed and
raise plants for these forests, including the ‘Peoples’Nursery Garden’ program (operating during
2010–11), the ‘Community Direct Assistance for Development of Rural Community-Based
Forestry Conservation’ program, and the ‘Village Nursery’ program (Irawanti, Ginoga, Suka, &
Race, 2014).

Also, the Indonesian government has been supporting the commercialization of commu-
nity-based forestry, whereby farmers grow trees to produce timber for the growing demand
from processors. There are several Indonesian government programs that have supported,
and continue to support, the development of community forests, so that village communities
can develop forestry as an alternative farm enterprise, enhance local economies with addi-
tional forest management and harvesting services, and contribute to the timber supply needed
by the small and large-scale processing industry (Indonesian Ministry of Forestry [MoF],
1997). However, the commercializing process of community forestry is not always straight-
forward and it does not necessarily achieve the anticipated benefits, with some analysts
skeptical about the potential benefits for small-scale farmers (smallholders) (Bertomeu,
2006; Gritten et al., 2015). Even when farmers around the world grow trees for household
use and commercial markets, they often face considerable barriers to their participation in
markets when seeking to build commercially viable forest enterprises (Cunningham, Ingram,
Kadati, & Maduarta, 2017; Scherr, White, & Kaimowitz, 2003).

The pathway used by farmers to connect to markets plays an important role in
determining the nature and extent of benefits they derive from commercial forestry
(Race et al., 2009). Experience from the agricultural sector indicates that for smallholders
to succeed in dynamic markets, they may need to transform the way they organize their
business and tdevelop stronger relationships with other actors along the value chain
(Kaganzi et al., 2009). Smallholders may also need to learn new skills and develop more
sophisticated organisational, financial and marketing approaches (Holding-Anyonge &
Roshetko, 2003; Perdana, Roshetko, & Kurniawan, 2012; Race & Wettenhall, 2016).

In 2013, the area of community forests grown by village communities on private or farmer-
owned land in the Central Java province was estimated to be about 629,015 ha (Badan Pusat
Statistik [BPS], 2014), while the total area of state-owned production forests in the province was
551,281 ha and state-owned protection forest was 84,466 ha (Perhutani, 2014).While expanding
the resource supply is an important aspect to building a viable community-based forest industry
for farmers, it is not the only determining factor for timber production to become a significant
and sustainable income source for farmers (Bertomeu, 2006; Perdana & Roshekto, 2015).

Fast-grown forests: sengon

Sengon is an important source of timber for Indonesia’s processing industry and is usually grown
by farmers using an intercropping approach alongside agricultural crops and can be harvested at
five to six years of age (Irawanti, 2013). It is a preferred timber by the manufacturing industry
because the wood color is white and the wood suitable for jointed board. Larger logs of sengon
are also popular for veneering to construct plywood boards. However, many farmers are
persuaded to sell their timber before the optimum harvest age for the veneer industry, often
resulting in a much lower proportion of ‘super’ (best) grade timber, sometimes as low as 30%.
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Non-timber forest products (NTFPs) also play an important role in providing additional income
from community forests before the trees are harvested (Irawanti, Suka, & Ekawati, 2012). For
example, farmers raise livestock using the sengon leaves as fodder, which requires pruning and if
incorrectly practiced this can negatively affect tree growth and timber quality.

The high demand for sengon timber since the early-2000s has encouraged the development
of community forests (Irawanti et al., 2014), particularly on the island of Java in Indonesia,
with many farmers aware of the benefits of planting trees to generate additional income and
support agricultural production (Puspitojati, Mile, Fauziah, &Darusman, 2014). In the district
of Pati (Central Java province), there appears to be great potential for sengon to provide
environmental benefits and considerable profits for growers, and commercial forestry more
broadly to become a reliable enterprise for farmers (Figure 1). Sengon was originally planted
with other woody plants for the purpose of soil conservation, but the growing commercial

Figure 1. Map of Java, Indonesia.

Box 1. Case study of sengon cultivation in Pati, Central Java, Indonesia.

Establishing a sengon forest in Pati usually involves planting trees without irrigation alongside the agricultural crops
using an agroforestry (intercropped) design. Sengon seedlings are purchased from the village market or grown
from seed provided by government reforestation programs; however, generally farmers are not planting superior
seeds. In the dry land, cassava, maize and bananas are usually intercropped in the first three years of the sengon
being planted. After the sengon is about four years old, the canopy tends to close and it is too competitive for the
other crops so the sengon is left to grow with minor crops of medicinal plants and fodder grasses below. Most
farmers do not have a strong understanding of recommended silviculture for optimum growth of trees to produce
commercial timber.

Farmers usually sell sengon as a standing tree to a village trader around five to six years of age, either on a per tree
or per area basis. The price received by farmers is negotiated before the trees are felled, with the money then paid
to the farmer after the completion harvesting. It is common for several sales of trees to be made within a village at
the same time so the trader can aggregate the timber at the village level for a more cost-effective operation. The
timber harvesting and transporting usually organized by village traders. Village traders typically have an
established relationship with ‘downstream’ timber buyers, groups of laborers, and truck contractors.

JOURNAL OF SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY 3
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demand for the timber from sengon has encouraged farmers to expand their planting of
sengon for commercial markets. Reflecting this increasing interest by farmers for tree planting
in Pati, the area of community forests has expanded quickly during the past decade from about
14,000 ha in 2004 to about 29,000 ha in 2011 (over 100% increase in area), with most trees
planted as a mixed species forest with sengon, teak (Tectona grandis L.f.), mahogany
(Swietenia macrophylla King), kapok (Ceiba pentandra L.) and sonokeling (Dalbergia latifolia
Roxb.) (Stewart, Rohadi, & Irawanti, 2015). A common approach used by farmers in Pati to
grow sengon is provided in Box 1 as an example (see below).

As market demand for sengon timber has increased, there has been a tendency for farmers
in Pati to convert any available marginal land into planted forests of sengon, such as
wetlands. Farmers have also converted land traditionally used to grow cassava– a crop that
had previously been the main source of income–to commercial plantings of sengon because
cultivation and maintenance was physically easier and the establishment costs were relatively
low. Yet growing sengon comes with some risks from disease and pests, such as gall rust
(fungus, Uromycladium tepperianum) being particularly aggressive on young plants
(Anggraeni, Dendang, & Lelana, 2010; Lestari, Rahayu & Widiyatno, 2013), caterpillars
(Pteroma plaghiophelps) attacking the foliage (Hani & Suhaendah, 2011) and boctor insect
(Xystrocera festiva) eating the bark of mature trees and then entering the cambium layer
which severely devalues the timber (Atmosuseno, 1999; Sumardi & Widyastuti, 2004).

A fast growing timber industry

In the district of Pati, there were previously limited industrial markets for sengon, so logs
were sold by farmers to processing industries based in other districts (e.g. Temanggung
district, which is about 150 km by road from Pati). The district of Temanggung has several
advantages for commercial forestry in that it is very close (76.5 km) to the international
seaport in Semarang, the regional minimum wage is relatively low (approximately US$1 105/
month) compared to the districts bordering with Semarang (approximately US$ 120–160/
month) (Central Java Governor, 2016). As such, Temanggung has become an important
center of the wood processing industry (16% of the province’s value of processed wood is
generated in Temanggung) with a capacity of processing more than 2,000 m3 per year in
Central Java (Parlinah, Irawanti, & Suka, 2013). An example of how the timber is utilized is
the processor who uses sengon timber for making ‘barecore’ (block board) and other
products for export markets by purchasing sengon logs that are certified under the Forest
Stewardship Council’s (FSC) sustainable forestry system–allowing timber products to be
exported to high-value markets in the European Union. Trees4Trees (www.trees4trees.org),
an NGO supported by a consortium of wood products exporters, assists the timber produc-
tion activities of the farmer groups, such as by linking the farmer groups with processing
factories (e.g. by developing supply contracts between farmer groups and factories) and
encouraging farmers to invest more in their timber plantings (Stewart et al., 2015).

The growing demand for sengon has also encouraged investment in the marketing (e.g.
village traders, and timber depots), processing (e.g. sawmills) and trading of wood and
wood products (Ditjen BPDASPS, 2013). Besides farmers receiving income from the sale
of sengon logs, tree nurseries, village traders, truck drivers and machinery owners have

1US$ 1 = Indonesian Rupiah (IDR) 13,395, based on the exchange rate on the 10th February 2017.
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also benefitted from increased business activity. In some villages, wood processing and
manufacturing has noticeably expanded the local economy with manufacture of products
such as rafters, frames, battens, furniture and other building materials sold locally.

The expanding wood processing industry in Central Java that uses sengon sells to both
domestic and export markets, with the demand over the past decade from these markets
quickly exceeding supply. For example, in 2013 there was an estimated deficit of raw
material estimated to be 0.9 million m3, based on the timber production 2 million m3 per
year from forests in Central Java and demand for industrial raw material of 3.1 million m3

per year– with the balance of the supply filled from trees grown in the neighbouring
provinces of East Java and West Java (Yulianto, 2014). Understanding the connection
between demand and supply is important when seeking to assess the potential opportu-
nities for increased value throughout the timber value chain. This article presents recent
research that analyzed the value chain for sengon grown by farmers in Pati to identify
further opportunities to make commercial forestry a profitable and sustainable enterprise
for farmers and other businesses involved in the value chain.

Method for this study

The framework for this study was to analyse along the ‘value chain’, where all the key
actors or stakeholders who are connected to the process of growing the raw material
through various stages to the point of purchasing a manufactured product or consump-
tion. Conceptually, a value chain has two parts, (1) a sequence of activities, such as
production, processing and marketing, that creates and builds value in a product or
service, and (2) a network of functional relationships that work together to reach an
objective (Cromme, Prakash, Lutaladio, & Ezeta, 2010). Three main factors is to determine
the functioning of this sequential process or value chain– governance structures, oppor-
tunities for developing new or upgrading existing products or services, and the distribu-
tion of benefits and equity (Holding-Anyonge & Roshetko, 2003; M4P, 2012). A
comprehensive value chain analysis describes the full range of activities, such as produc-
tion, processing and marketing, which are required to bring a product or service from
conception to delivery to final consumers, and even final disposal after use (Cunningham
et al., 2017; Kaplinsky, 2000; Kaplinsky & Morris, 2001). The term ‘value chain’ refers to
the notion that value is added to raw materials or preliminary products at each stage
through the combination with other resources (e.g. tools, labour, knowledge and skills,
other raw materials or preliminary products). As the product passes through stages of the
value chain, the value of the product increases (International Labour Organization [ILO],
2009). Thus, in theory, every stage needs to generate a business profit if the value chain is
to be commercially viable and sustainable (Stewart & Rohadi, 2015).

The primary data for the study was collected from 21 semi-structured in-depth inter-
views conducted by experienced researchers with a range of respondents distributed along
the sengon timber value chain in Central Java. The respondents consisted of:

(1) six farmers who individually sold standing trees,
(2) a farmer group that sold standing trees,
(3) three village traders who the bought standing trees,
(4) two owners of timber depots that received harvested logs,

JOURNAL OF SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY 5
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(5) two owners of wood processing industries in the Temanggung district that received
logs from the village traders and the farmer group sampled,

(6) one staff member from an NGO that had facilitated sales for farmer groups,
(7) three chainsaw operators, and
(8) three truck drivers who transported logs from village forests to log depots.

All farmers, chainsaw operators, truck drivers, and the NGO staff were located in the
Pati district and were selected using a purposive sampling method (i.e. respondents were
specifically identified as people most likely to yield a range of experiences about the
sengon timber value chain) (Bryman, 2012). The three village traders and owner of one
timber depot were also located in the Pati district, and were selected using a ‘snowball’
sampling method (Patton, 1990) that started with suggestions of potential interviewees
from the initial group of farmers interviewed. The other timber depot and two wood
processors (sawmill and jointed board factory) were located in Temanggung (neighbour-
ing district to Pati) and respondents from these were also selected using ‘snowball’
sampling that started with the farmer group in Pati.

In this analysis, economic profit was interpreted as the difference between total revenue
and all costs for an actor (including labour) in an identifiable stage of the value chain.
Market margin was the difference in revenue received between the successive stages in the
value chain. The end-point of the analysis was a calculation of the costs, revenues, profits
and margins for the different actors in the various stages along the value chain (Stewart &
Rohadi, 2015). The spreadsheet developed for these calculations was adapted from a
globally recognized market systems template developed by the M4P consulting firm
(‘Making Markets Work for the Poor’ M4P, 2008).

Legend: = ‘traditional’ value chain,

= ‘direct’ value chain.

Timber Depot

Individual 

Grower

Village Trader 

Export Market 

Domestic Market 

Processor / 

Industry

Grower Groups

Assisted by NGO

Figure 2. Model of the sengon value chains in Pati (Parlinah et al., 2013).
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Results and discussion

Timber value chain

For sengon grown in Pati, the value chain involved farmers, farmer groups, village traders,
NGOs, timber depots and processors. There were two types of sengon timber value chains.
The ‘traditional’ value chain involved individual growers selling to village traders, then in
turn the traders selling to timber depots and subsequently processors. The other value
chain was a more ‘direct’ market pathway, which involved individual growers or with
grower groups (assisted by an NGO) selling directly to processors (Figure 2).

In the ‘traditional’ value chain, farmers typically sell timber to the village traders in the
form of a stand (group) of trees, either on a per tree, or per area, basis. The traders
estimate the amount of merchantable timber and offer a price to the farmers (payment to
farmers usually occurs at the time of harvest). Following an agreement, the village traders
arranges a chainsaw operator and assistants (laborers) for the trees to be harvested and the
logs transported from the forest land to the roadside, and a truck driver to collect the logs
and transport them to a timber depot. As there is a risk of tree damage during harvesting
and timber removal, an agreement is usually made between the farmers and village traders
regarding the direction of tree-fall and an acceptable level of forest damage due to
harvesting. If this agreement is violated, the farmers (tree growers) are compensated
(usually paid the perceived decline in value of the harvested logs and standing trees due
to the excessive damage). The strong market competition for sengon timber in Pati has
encouraged the employment of an extensive network of people to coordinate the timber
supplies for individual sawmills (Irawanti et al., 2014), with a common view among
respondents that farmers have some scope to negotiate prices offered by traders.

At the timber depot, log diameter and volume are measured to calculate the log value.
This includes grading of logs suited to different markets, such as material for jointed
boards, plywood, and identifying ‘reject’ logs that cannot be sold directly to these markets.
Logs graded for jointed boards and plywood were sold to the processing industry, with the
timber depot paying for the transport of the logs. Over recent years, the volume of ‘reject’
logs has increased, prompting the owner of one timber depot to install a sawing unit to
mill ‘reject’ logs into small dimensional timber for jointed boards. As a consequence of
this change, the depot has been able to sell the product from ‘reject’ logs to the jointed
board factory with all the material converted into sawn timber, leaving the better grade
logs to be sold to plywood manufacturers. This change illustrates the important role a
timber depot with a sawing capacity can make for adding value to otherwise ‘reject’ logs. It
was also reported that sometimes the jointed board manufacturer would lend a bandsaw
to the village traders and farmer groups to undertake the preliminary stage of sawing so to
better utilize the low grade logs, as long as the processed sawn timber was sold to the
manufacturer.

In the timber depot located in Pati, each bandsaw was operated by a group of four
workers and the recovery of boards was estimated to be about 70%. The group of workers
received a payment of US$ 2.2 per m3 of sawn timber. The daily productivity of a group of
workers typically processed about 10 m3 of logs or one truck of logs, generating an output
of 7 m3 of sawn timber, and therefore receiving a payment of US$ 15.40 per day. Wages
were distributed as follows: US$ 4.76 to the worker who controlled the log sawing pattern,
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US$ 4.04 to the worker who operated the wooden roller, and US$ 3.30 per person to the
two workers who moved the logs in to position for sawing. The workers could also receive
a small amount of additional income from the sale of sawdust from the residue of the
bandsaw operation.

In the direct value chain (Figure 2, above), logs from individual growers were aggre-
gated by grower groups and the logs sold directly to the wood processors. In this study,
before selling the growers group was assisted by an NGO (in this case, Trees4Trees) to
complete an inventory to estimate the timber quality and volume from each grower. The
NGO was responsible for sending the inventory data, a listing of land to be harvested, and
a harvesting time-frame to the processor (buyer) on behalf of the growers. Before harvest-
ing, the processor’s representative would negotiate prices directly with the growers group,
with the log transport costs from the roadside to the factory covered by the processor.
Following an agreement, the company paid an advance of 30% of the total value of logs to
the growers group, which was used to finance harvesting and log transport from the
farmer’s land to the roadside loading point.

Harvesting and log transport was arranged by the growers group with chainsaw
operators and transport contractors. Following harvesting, the logs were sorted and
separated at the roadside into different grades and sizes, so the logs could be directed to

Table 1. Actors and activities in the sengon value chain, Indonesia.
Value Chain

Actors Traditional Chain Direct Chain

Farmer (individuals, who
may sell via both or either
chain)

● Tree planting and maintenance
● Selling timber as a standing tree
● Receive selling price agreed

between farmers and village traders

● Tree planting and maintenance
● Sell timber as logs
● Provide meals for harvesting team; pay

wages of chainsaw operators and workers;
pay Group membership dues

● Accept agreed sale price between Farmers
Group and wood-processing industry

Farmers Group accompanied
by the NGO

● Conduct a tree inventory
● Harvest timber
● Grading logs
● Sell and transport logs to factory in coop-

eration with the truck driver (freight costs
covered by wood-processing industry)

Village traders in
cooperation with
chainsaw operator and
truck driver

● Survey site and stand, buy standing
trees

● Harvest timber, pay wages of
worker groups and chain-saw
operator (per unit of log trucks)

● Selling and transporting logs to the
depot

● Pay rent/wage to truck owner and
driver

Timber depot ● Purchase logs, unloading of trucks
● Grading logs
● Sawing logs
● Sell logs and sawn timber and

transported to the industry
Industry ● Purchase logs and sawn timber

● Process logs and sawn timber
● Sell products processed

● Purchase logs and sawn timber
● Process log and sawn timber
● Sell products processed

8 S. IRAWANTI ET AL.
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buyers with specific requirements (e.g. ‘super’ grade logs for the plywood mill, small
diameter logs for the jointed board factory).

Actors in the timber value chain

A complex market network has developed for sengon, as indicated by the large number of
actors involved in the timber value chain. As shown in Table 1, farmers, farmer groups,
NGOs, village traders, timber depots and different stages of the processing industry are all
actors in the sengon timber business (value chain). Based on an earlier social dimension
analysis conducted in the same area (Irawanti et al., 2012), farmers typically plant trees on
the land surrounding their homegarden and dryland (non-irrigated farmland) which
average about 80–90% of a farm family’s total land. Most tree plantings are irregular in
spacing, age, height and growth rate. Given the large proportion of farm land occupied by
trees, commercial sales of timber represent an important source of income for farm
families.

The role of village traders in the value chain was considered important by the
farmers interviewed because of their willingness to pay farmers cash at the time of
harvest and to buy either a plot of, or individual, standing trees, depending on the
farmer’s preference. The topography of farmers’ land covered by trees is diverse and
often distant to roads, affecting the ease of access by trucks for haulage to wood depots.
Village traders are often responsible for getting logs moved from the forest to the
roadside. To make harvesting operations for efficient and profitable for a trader, they
usually had to assemble logs from a number of adjacent villages. Village traders are
often members of the community from where they buy and harvest the timber. Some
village traders are also farmers, so they have an established local network to source
potential sales. Most farmers in the study area have multiple sources of income (e.g.
agricultural crops, non-timber forest products [NTFPs]), enabling them to negotiate
with village traders seeking their sengon timber, yet farmers often sell trees for timber
when they have a large expense (e.g. education, health care) so this diminishing their
bargaining position (Irawanti et al., 2014).

The rapid development of the sengon value chain has opened up new business
opportunities in Pati for members of the local community to become village traders,
depot owners and to establish sawmills for log processing. In addition, there had been an
increasing involvement in the sengon value chain by a range of actors from outside the
district. An example of this was the increasing number of people involved in wood grading
and timber trading in Pati working on behalf of large processors operating in other
districts. The changing market for sengon has led to increasing competition among village
traders and sometimes better prices offered to farmers for their trees. Despite their
importance in the value chain, village traders do not always secure bigger returns than
farmers. However, the benefits to traders can accrue in a relatively short time whereas
farmers have to wait for about five to six years before they receive an economic return
from timber production.

Most timber depots involved in the sengon trade were willing to accept any log with a
small-end diameter of at least 10 cm and a minimum length of 1 m. Timber prices were
usually determined by the depot owner applying set prices for different log diameters,
lengths and grades. Village log traders usually did not record the exact number of logs,
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diameters and length loaded onto a truck, relying on the subsequent assessment of the
truck’s load by the depot operators. However, this situation is sensitive to opportunistic
behavior by the operators of the timber depot.

Timber prices

In the Pati district, there were three log lengths: 1 m, 1.3 m and 2.6 m, and the small-end
minimum log diameter was 10 cm. Logs sawn to produce timber for jointed board were
1.0–1.3 m in length with a minimum diameter of 10 cm. Logs used for the manufacture of
plywood were longer (1.3–2.6 m in length) to meet the requirements of the rotary peeler
that produced the veneer, and had a minimum diameter of 25 cm. Different class of
diameter and length are different log prices. Sengon log prices by length and diameter paid
by three actors in the value chain are presented in Table 2.

Based on information from the village traders, growers were paid US$ 14.66 per standing
tree for trees with a DBH diameter of 20 cm, and US$ 18.32 per standing tree for trees with
a DBH diameter of 25 cm. Log volume of one truck with a transport capacity 12 m3

obtained from 35 sengon standing trees with a DBH diameter of 20 cm, or from 30 standing
trees with a DBH diameter of 25 cm. Thus, the timber purchasing price offered by village
traders was equivalent to US$ 513.08–549.73 per truck or US$ 42.73 –45.81 per m3. The
average log price with a diameter of 20 cm–25 cm for all grades at the depot gate was higher
than that of at village traders’ ‘gate’, which was US$ 50.94–58.27 per m3. Similarly, the
average price of logs with a diameter of 20 cm–25 cm for all grades at the industry gate was
higher than that of at depot gate, which was US$ 52.77–64.14 per m3.

In line with the flow of the timber trade from farmers (growers) to the processing
industry, the price of sengon timber increases as it moves along the value chain with the
commercial value per m3 increasing (Figure 2, above). This suggests that the activity of each
actor since the harvesting of timber, log cutting, grading, log transporting, sawmill, to the
processing of products is able to create added value. In addition, on the direct marketing
chain that the log purchasing price at the industry gate is equal to the log selling price at the
farm gate because of the transport costs are paid by the processing industry (factory gate).

Table 2. Sengon log prices by length and diameter for three actors in the value chain, Indonesia.
Purchasing prices

Length Diameter Unit

Village
trader (Pati
District)

Timber
depot (Pati
District)

Industry
(Temanggung

District) Description

20 cm (DBH) US$/tree 14.66 Price of standing tree at farmer land.
12 m3 equal to 35 trees

25 cm (DBH) US$/tree 18.32 Price of standing tree at farmer land.
12 m3 equal to 30 trees

1.3 m 10–14 cm US$/m3 28.85 34.45 Purchasing price for timber depot is
average prices at depot gate for all
grades.
Purchasing price for industry is log price
at farmer gate (logs loaded onto a truck
at the roadside in the forest).

15–19 cm US$/m3 36.28 41.45
20–24 cm US$/m3 50.94 52.77
25 cm up US$/m3 58.27 64.14

2.6 m 25–29 cm US$/m3 58.64 67.14
30–39 cm US$/m3 67.80 80.63
40–49 cm US$/m3 75.13 83.56
50 cm up US$/m3 82.46 84.29

Source: Primary data collected, 2013.
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This indicates that the income received by farmers involved in the direct marketing chain
was higher than that received by farmers using the traditional marketing chain.

Prices can be updated regularly with price changes noted at the factory gate, as
presented in Table 3. The plywood factory interviewed for this study is located in the
Batang district, about 168 km from Pati, and the jointed board factory is located in the
Temanggung district about 152 km from Pati, with Batang being about 170 km from
Temanggung (Figure 1, above). While both factories are in the same segment of the
processing industry, one processor buys logs of different grades to the other processor,
avoiding market competition from the other but together add to the overall demand for
sengon timber. Log prices that can be used for plywood are significantly higher than log
prices for jointed board (22% difference for diameter 20 cm up). In the direct marketing
chain, farmers supply the sengon logs that pass the FSC Risk Assessment so these logs can
be processed at the factory into products meeting the FSC Controlled Wood standard. For
logs which are sold as Controlled Wood (certified) products, farmers receive a price
premium of an additional US$ 7.33 per m3. Also, sengon timber prices have been
relatively stable in Pati over recent years and the stable market prices has led farmers to
be confident that all of the sengon they plant can be sold profitably.

The income farmers’ receive from timber sales is strongly influenced by the volume of
logs. Based on the results of inventory completed by the NGO and farmer group in our
study, the average volume of timber per tree on a sample plot was 0.2995 m3 (calculated
from the inventory data prepared by Trees4Trees, 2012). Based on the data of Logging
Documents from the NGO, the average proportion of ‘super’ logs and ‘reject’ logs was

Table 3. Sengon prices at the factory gate, Indonesia.
Log prices at factory gate (US$/m3)

Grade Temanggung District Batang District

Super: 130 cm length
Ø 20–24 cm 52.77
Ø 25 cm Up 64.14
260 cm length
Ø 28–29 cm 67.14
Ø 30–39 cm 80.63
Ø 40–49 cm 83.56
Ø 50 cm up 84.29

Reject: 100 and 130 cm length
Ø 10–14 cm 34.45
Ø 15–19 cm 41.78
Ø 20 cm up 43.25

Source: Trees4Trees, 2012.

Table 4. Sengon purchasing price at the log depot (at depot gate), Indonesia.

Length (m) Diameter (cm)

Prices (US$/m3)

Pati Depot Temanggung Depot

1.3 10 – 14 27.12 30.79
15 – 19 34.45 38.11
20 – 24 49.11 52.77
25 up 56.44 60.10

2.6 25–29 58.64
30–39 65.97 69.63
40–49 73.30 76.96
50 up 80.63 84.29

Source: Primary data collected, 2013.
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calculated to be 34.5% and 65.5% respectively, while the average price of a ‘super’ log and
‘reject’ log was US$ 49.07 per m3 and US$ 29.47 per m3 respectively (calculated from data
collected by Trees4Trees, 2012).

The prices offered at the depot gate is influenced by length and diameter of logs (see
Table 4), with the longer the log and the larger the diameter, the higher the price. This
price information could inform farmers about the implications of the silvicultural prac-
tices they use and which market to aim for.

The high competition for sengon timber in Pati is also indicated by various forms of
incentives from timber depots to truck drivers. One example reported by informants is a
financial incentive of US$ 0.73–1.47 per truck with a capacity of 3–5 m3, US$ 3.66–7.33
per truck with a capacity of 10–11 m3, paid to truck drivers.

Distribution of the added value

Value is added at each stage of the processing of timber, as well as after transport and
storage. In processing, the added value is the difference between the product’s value at the
input stage compared to the output stage, while the margin is the level of profitability
generated at each stage (Hayami, Thosinori, & Masdjidin, 1987).

If the trees are harvested at about six years of age, the added value for farmers is US$
26.28 per m3 logs in the traditional value chain and US$ 28.01 per m3 logs in the direct
marketing chain (see Table 5). Thus, the direct value chain creates an additional 7% of
value for farmers. Also, in the direct marketing chain the premium price of US$ 7.33 per
m3 could be paid to farmers if they sell logs which are processed as Controlled Wood
(certified) products, so the combined added value for farmers following the direct value
chain would increase to US$ 35.34 per m3 logs–an increase of 35% compared to prices
received in the traditional value chain.

Yet the traditional value chain is a far less complicated and risky approach for farmers
seeking to sell their trees, as it usually involves the trader offering a price and paying the
farmer in cash immediately after the trees are harvested. In most cases, farmers generally
do not have to physically harvest the trees, measure or calculate the volume of timber, and
do not have to develop relationships with the timber processing industry, yet can
promptly receive cash for any trees harvested, making this approach popular among
farmers (Perdana & Roshetko, 2015). Most sengon trees harvested have the potential to
produce both ‘super’ and ‘reject’ grade logs, yet most farmers have limited knowledge
about how to grade their timber for sale. This situation reinforces the role of village
traders in the traditional value chain (Holding-Anyonge & Roshetko, 2003). The

Table 5. Added value distribution in a sengon timber marketing chain.

Actors

Added value

Remark
Traditional marketing chain

(US$ per m3 logs)
Direct marketing chain

(US$ per m3 log)

Jointed board Industry 15.67 Assuming the yield of 50%
Depot 3.33
Village trader 11.51
Farmer 26.28 28.01 After 6 years of planting

Source: Primary data collected, 2013.
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traditional value chain applies elsewhere in Indonesia and with other species, with village
traders playing a critical role in the overall viability of community-based commercial
forestry in Indonesia. Key reasons for this include:

● there is often a deep and long-term personal relationship between farmers and local
village traders;

● village traders are typically part of the local community, so farmers know and trust
them; and

● a mutual benefit has evolved over time (e.g. if farmers need cash quickly, then the
local trader will often act to sell their timber).

While the trading approach used in the direct value chain is less common in Indonesia,
it warrants attention because it appears to offer farmers considerably better returns for
their investment in forestry. It is acknowledged that the estimated potential increase of
35% in the added value received by farmers when selling certified timber via the direct
value chain requires a lot more input by farmers, such as: harvesting, transporting, sorting
of logs into different grades, and completing all the government permits/payments.
Understandably, this additional work load facing farmers using the direct value chain
can be daunting and inconvenient. The role of an NGO to assist farmers to use the direct
value chain approach is one way to overcome the challenges. Another option is for
farmers to join together to form a group and increase the capacity and efficiency for
farmers to do their own harvesting, administration and marketing of timber – from
standing trees through to delivery of graded logs to the processing industry. If farmers
are willing to make forestry a sizeable part of their farming business, then using the direct
value chain with neighbours could make forestry more efficient and profitable. In addi-
tion, some processors are willing to make advanced payments to farmers (e.g. 30% of the
estimated final log value) for their sengon timber, enabling sengon to be the security for
financial support (credit) to enhance the farm family’s business options and livelihood.

Conclusions and policy implications

There are two broad approaches that farmers use to sell their sengon trees into commer-
cial timber markets: the ‘traditional’ value chain of simply selling to a local village trader
(‘middleman’), and the ‘direct’ value chain of selling their timber to processors who are
positioned further along the value chain (Figure 2). Village traders in the traditional
approach play a key role because they are willing to pay cash, willing to buy all parts of
the tree, and are willing to buy variable volumes (e.g. a single tree or small forests).
Farmers tend to be distant, or disconnected, from the dynamics of the timber market
when they use village traders to sell their trees. Given the high demand for sengon timber,
the number of village traders is increasing in the Pati district and it is a competitive
market place in which the village trader operates. Informants for our study report that
village traders have less capacity to negotiate prices with farmers than previously, as the
price is now largely determined by the timber depots.

Sengon timber increases in price as the resource moves ‘downstream’ or along the value
chain (increasing in economic value per m3), indicating that the activity of each actor in
the value chain is adding value. While farmers typically recoup the value they have added
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after growing the sengon trees for about six years, there appears to be opportunities to
increase the value added by growers by shortening the value chain, such as by direct
marketing to processors.

Direct access for farmers to sell to processors can move some of the added value from
the village traders, log depots and other actors in the middle of the value chain, toward
farmers. The high demand for sengon timber in commercial markets has opened up
business opportunities for farmers to develop their forestry enterprises further, with other
opportunities including village traders developing sawmills, timber depots developing
sawmills and plywood mills, and the manufacturing industry producing timber products
for domestic and export markets.

The strength of the commercial demand for sengon timber, at least in Java, provides an
opportunity for farmers to explore ways to receive greater benefit from their timber
resource. It also provides an opportunity for government to target support to enhance
the capacity of local farmer groups who have already expressed interest and invested in the
commercial forestry. For example, increased extension support can be framed around the
sengon value chain to create innovative approaches to farmer education and capacity
building. Our study, and many others, has found farmers need to better understand the
dynamics of forestry markets (e.g. how grades and prices are determined) so they can be
more confident in their silvicultural management.

The sengon industry demonstrates that when strong and stable price signals reach
farmers, they are capable and willing to invest in commercial forestry as a sizeable part of
their farming business and livelihood. Furthermore, if government can streamline the
regulatory environment and enhance the transparency of market dynamics for farmers
and other actors, the sengon industry in Pati suggests that community-based forestry can
be a profitable enterprise for farmers and an important part of the resource supply for
small, medium and large-scale processors–operating in domestic and export markets. This
study also indicates that when the interests of farmers and timber processors are com-
plementary, and the value chain offers fair returns to all actors, large-scale reforestation
does not always need to be driven and funded by government, yet government’s policy
ambitions can be achieved – a powerful narrative for a country seeking to arrest tropical
deforestation, build regional economies and enhance rural livelihoods.
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